April 2021
Dear Goh Ballet Community,
I’m delighted to announce our summer dance offerings for 2021. As we best
adapt to the ‘new normal’, Goh Ballet aims to continue to find ways of
providing our students with artistic inspiration and an array of opportunities
which contribute to holistic achievements and development. With the
re-energized hope and promise that 2021 holds, my staff and I look forward
to our selection of summer programs which will propel students’ progress
and further nurture their love of dance.
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My dedication to shaping a dynamic schedule capable of supporting our
students’ growth both artistically and as individuals is steadfast, curating new
programming to foster resilience, creativity and self-expression. This year we
have engaged some fantastic guest instructors and choreographers to work
with students throughout the summer months to cultivate students’
versatility and provide them with connections to the professional world of
dance.
Rest assured that health and safety will continue to be at the forefront of
Goh Ballet’s operations. No matter how requirements and mandated
government restrictions continue to change between now and July, Goh
Ballet will continue to ensure that our focused efforts on keeping our
community safe are unwavering.
To receive a tailored Summer Dance Package for your child with
recommendations for summer programming as recommended by our artistic
faculty, please contact us. Our administrative team is available for all
communications and we welcome you to reach out for further information
and to register.
The arts have the undeniable power to help us overcome challenges and
differences, fostering inclusivity, and joy through the universal language of
dance. Although things might still look a little different than what we are
used to, we will keep moving forward and dance together in this shared
journey.
Sincere regards,

Chan Hon Goh C.M. D.Litt (she/her)
Director

